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REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT

HISTORY OF RAM -

In approaching a study of RA
Action Movement — the stucleru
science needs to identify the modus
era that produced it.
The 1960's is unique in the sen
as an era of political activism partic
large segment of the black c o m m u
m u n i t y among the masses, the 196
black revolution. There are several
stand in our study of the black re
One is that the 1960's represented a
in the continuous struggle of Africa
tional liberation in the United States.
The 1960's did not occur in a
sive resistance stage subside because
These two points are important to r
the black revolution in America as
process, taking many twists and tur
and setbacks, employing different
torical periods. The revolution, beca
oppressive system, is a protracted o
aims to weaken the system, which is
oly capitalist, before it launches the
blow for national liberation. The
went through three distinct stages:
a. The non-violent dire
segregation, 1960-196
- b. The transition period,
—- c. The insurrectionary st
In the initial stages of the black
its center of activity was in the south.
non-violent direct action tactics ag
facilities in the south. Support demo
the north protesting the Jim (/row la
1963, spontaneous violent demo

Jacksonville, Florida, and PhiUdelphia, Penn. Starting in
1964, spontaneous violent u i b i ' n rebellions occurred in
approximately five northern inner cities.
Between 1964 and 1906 the form of mass protest began
to change from mass non-violent demonstrations against,
segregated facilities in the south to violent mass urban rebellions against the capitalLsi :,\.-iem in the north. This period
we'call the transition perit-.i because the two forms of protest
existed at the same time with non-violent demonstrations
still being the predominant form of protest.
The year 1967 represents a different stage. In this year
over 200 cities had reports of violent rebellions. Mass spontaneous urban rebellions continued until 1969, when they
seem to have been replaced by sniping of police in 1970.
We should remember that the organizations and personalities who were the most revolutionary in the 1960's
were not projected by the mass media and are probably the
least heard of, and in many cases they have been purposely
written out of history.
The revolution of the 19GO's dates back to the Montgomery boycott. On December 1, 1905 a black seamstress
named Mrs. Rosa Parks refused to give her seat to a white
man because she was too tired to stand. She was arrested for
violating the city's segregation laws. After the arrest, a group
of black women asked ministers and civic leaders to call a
boycott on December 5, the day of Mrs. Parks' trial. One of
the ministers who responded to that call was twenty-six-yearold Martin Luther King, Jr., pastor of Montgomery's Dexter
Avenue Baptist Church. From mass meetings, the Montgomery Improvement Association was formed. The M.I.A. organized a car motor pool to transport brothers and sisters who
lived too far to walk hack and forth to work. The M.I.A.'s
demands were:
a.
a guarantee of courteous treatment
b. passengers to be seated on a first-come, firstserved basis with blacks seating from the back

employment of i\e
nantly Negro bus ro
At mass meetings Dr. Martin
as flic main mass leader of the boy
break the boycott but after a year
preme Court declared Alabama's si,
ing segregation on buses unconstit
boycott served as an example of s
tion. Other c o m m u n i t i e s organi/ed s
By 1957 Dr. King had organi
Christian Leadership Conference) t
mass direct action movement. By
demonstrations were tested in d i f f e r
1960 came in with (.lie aura of high
working class struggle's for n a t i o n
February 1, 1960, four freshmen at
boro, North Carolina, sat in at a
downtown, hi a matter of days the
in North Carolina. During the next
to fifteen cities in five southern sta
year, over 50,000 people — most w
participated in some kind of demo
hundred cities and over 3,600 dem
jail. In a year, several hundred co
gated in southern cities.
The main centers of protest
Atlanta, Ga., and Orangcburg, S.C.
Nearly 1,300 arrests ha
time. . . . There were 400
about 150 in Nashville, n
lahassee and Florence (S
80 in Atlanta, about 65 i
85 in Marshall, Texas. In
dents staged supporting
raised funds for arreste
Tlie focus of the sit-in
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include libraries, museums, and art galleries; the
methods . . . were . . . wade-ins, stand-ins, kneelins and other forms of non-violent direct action.
On April 15, a student conference was called under the
auspices of Miss Ella Baker, field worker for SCLC. .The students formed the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).
In October of 19UO, at a student conference of several
hundred delegates in Atlanta, SNCC became a permanent
organization.
Throughout 1960 and early 1961, SNCC demonstrated
against segregation in public facilities in the south. In the
spring of 1961, CORE, the Congress of Racial Equality, decided to test laws pertaining to inter-state travel at segregated
terminal facilities at bus stations.
As white mobs attacked the CORE freedom riders,
CORE decided to end the rides. But SNCC picked up the
freedom rides and continued them throughout the spring and
summer of 1961.
In the north, another type of mass movement was developing. It was the Nation of Islam, led by Elijah Muhammad.
The Nation of Islam, branded by the white press as the Black
Muslims, believed the w h i t e , man was the devil, advocated
racial separation and a black nation in the south, and practiced unarmed self-defense. It was a ' r e l i g i o u s nationalist
movement created in 1930 by Wallace D. Fard. After Eard's
disappearance in 1934, Elijah M u h a m m a d took over the
N.O.I, as the last messenger of Allah. The movement began
to grow in the late fifties, when Malcolm X was recruited
and became national spokesman.
So two mass m o v e m e n t s were developing — one integrationist/non-violent in the south and the other separationist/self-defense in the north. Both movements had religious
overtones. The movement in the south, had strong ties to the
Black Christian c h u r c h , and the northern movement was an

Islamic movement.
A third trend in the mov
Robert P. Williams. Williams in
Union County, N.C., branch o! t
community against KKK attacks.
mass demonstrations of the integr
tions were protected with armed
of armed self-defense and publi
lence with violence" led him t
leadership of the NAACP.
This is a brief backdrop to t
to a new development in the bl
paper is an incomplete analysis of
Action Movement. It is hoped it
thorough study in the f u t u r e and
ers with material for making emp
matter.

The Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM) evolved
from the southern civil rights movement of the early 19GO's
and the black nationalist movement injiorthern cities.
As a result of the sit-ins, students in northern cities
organized sympathy (support) demonstrations. Traditional
civil rights organizations like the NAACP and CORE held
mass rallies in northern black communities.
Black and white students demonstrated against Woolworth stores and along with progressive clergy led economic
boycotts.
Black students with more radical leanings in the north,
while supporting SNCC, had a tendency to reject its nonviolent philosophy. Some of these students joined CORE to
participate in direct action activities.
In the summer of 1961, at the time of the freedom
rides, Robert F. Williams, president of the Monroe, N.C.,
NAACP, issued a nation-wide call for Afro-Americans to arm
for self-defense and go to Monroe for a showdown with the
KKK. 2 Williams also called for freedom riders to go to
Monroe to test non-violence.
Also within the white left, The L.I.D.. The League for
Industrial Democracy, planned to form a student branch
called S.D.S. — Students for a Democratic Society. S.D.S.
was to hold a conference on the new left at the N.S.A.
(National Student Association) conference in Madison, Wise.
SNCC was also represented at the N.S.A. conference.
During the conference, news of Williams' flight into
exile reached movement, circles. Discussions among black
SNCC and CURIO workers and independent black radicals
took place as to what significance the events in Monroe,
N.C., had for the movement.
Black cadre inside of S.D.S. met and discussed developing a black radical movement that would create conditions
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to make it favorable to bring Wil
This was a small meeting of abo
man, a black student at Case
Cleveland, Ohio, said he would
and would decide when to meet
at the meeting was a student
Wilberforce, Ohio.
During the fall of 19G1 an
formed at Central State, called
black radical formation having n
membership was students who
southern schools for sit-in demo
taken freedom rides and. student
whom had been members of the
nationalist organizations. Chall
struggling for more student right
black political awareness to the
battle with the college's admini
members of Challenge became
members would attend student c
participate in demonstrations in
send letters to the Challenge
aspects of the civil rights m o v e m e
In the spring of 1962, Stu
quarterly, published Harold Cru
Nationalism and the Afro-Ame
letter to the Challenge cadre tell
the article, lie also said black ra
ing the article and that a movem
north similar to the Nation of
SNCC but outside of the NAAC
cadre studied Freeman's letter b
begin.
After m u c h discussion, the
broad coalition to take over stu
were held with representatives f
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and sororities. A slate was drafted and a name for the Jiarty
was selected. It was called HAM, later to.be known_as the
Revolutionary Action Movement.
The Challenge cadre met and decided to dissolve itself
into RAM and become tin.- RAM leadership. RAMjvon all
student government offices. After the election, the inner
RAM core discussed what to do next. Some said that all that
could be done at Central State had already occurred, while
others disagreed. Some of the inner core decided to stay at
Central State arid run the student government, while a few
decided to return to their communities and attempt to organize around Freeman's basic outline. Two of the returning
students were Wanda Marshall and Max Stanford.
Freeman wrote to Stanford in Philadelphia, saying that
he was going to Philadelphia in the summer of 1962 and that
he wanted him to organize a meeting. Freeman went to
Philadelphia and met with a group of Stanford's high school
friends. He discussed the movement and the direction it had
to take. Later in discussions with Stanford, Freeman gave
instructions that Philadelphia should become a pilot project.
The movement would eventually lie called [JAM. Freeman
continued to travel from city to city. In September of 19G2,
Stanford went to the National Student Association headquarters in Philadelphia, where iie met Marion. Barry from
SNCC, who was in Philadelphia to help raise funds Cor SNCC.
Wanda Marshall transferred to Temple University and began
w o r k i n g with black students there.
In the process of working with SNCC, Stanford met the
black left in Philadelphia. One acquaintance was Bill Davis,
who was leader of an independent black Marxist cadre called
O.A. (Organization Alert). Also d u r i n g this time Stanford
had discussions with Marion Harry about the direction of the
movement. One night while listening to the discussion in the
N.S.A. office, Miss Ella Baker encouraged Stanford to continue to develop his ideas.
After Marion Harry left Philadelphia, liill Davis asked

Stanford to join O.A. Stanford
and Freeman decided to nivet
Philadelphia in October of 196
with Davis told Stanford that
not action-oriented enough. Fre
can American Institute in Clev
teacher in the Cleveland school s
he had to start something indep
still not convinced. Freeman left
During a meeting of O.A.,
and said that SNCC would nev
that position, saying that SNC
movement and events would for
cussion ended in a heated deb
debate with Wanda Marshall of t
had to refuse to join O.A.
During the Thanksgiving br
White Plains, New York, and Sta
to visit Malcolm X to ask him if
Islam. Marshall and Stanford m
the Shabazz Restaurant in New
history lesson by Minister Malco
if he should join the Nation of
prise, said no. He said, "You ca
Elijah Muhammad by organizing
Minister Malcolm's stateme
Stanford to do independent or
position paper titled "Orientatio
part 1" and circulated it a m o n g t
He went to visit Mrs. Ethel Jo
worker with Robert Williams in
then residing in Philadelphia.
and later told Stanford she would
Freeman returned to Phil
holidays. At a meeting with Mar
for not having organized. It wa
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organize a study group in Januarv of 1963. Towards the end
of 1962, Marshall and Stanford called together a group of
black activists to discuss organizing around orientation to a
black mass movement.
Within a month's time, key. black activists came into the
study group. Two central t.gures were Stan Daniels and PJaythell Benjamin. The group decided to call itself RAM — Revolutionary Action Movement. It decided it would be a black
nationalist direct action organization. Its purpose would be
to start a mass black nationalist movement. By using mass
direct action combined with the tactics of self-defense, it
hoped to change the civil rights movement into a black revolution. RAM decided to work w i t h the established civil rights
leadership in Philadelphia and eventually build a base for
mass support.
RAM contacted Rev. Loon Sullivan and volunteered to
help organize with the mass selective boycotts the Philadelphia ministers were conducting against industries that discriminated in their h i n n g practices.
RAM distributed leaflets in the tens of thousands door
to door throughout the c o m m u n i t y . In the early months of
1963 a new Philadelphia NAACP president was elected
named Cecil Moore, an attorney who was direct-action prone.
Temple University initiated a pilot project called PCA,
composed of w.'ntc liberals who had been given a grant of
one million dollars to study north Philadelphia. No black
people from the c o m m u n i t y were included on the commission. The NAACP decided to hold a mass rally to protest the
commission. Moore asked all c o m m u n i t y groups to help in
organizing the project.
The RAM action study group immediately became involved. RAM numbers circulated through north Philadelphia
streets with homemade loud speakers, holding street meetings
arid handing out leaflets. RAM members went into the bars
and pool rooms holding rap sessions.
The rally was a total success. But all the petty bourgeois

leadership did was give flowery
ing, the N A A C P and RAM pi
some reason the NAACP called
much came of the protest.
RAM members felt the m
was independent of the existi
assessed all the civil rights grou
and also analy/ed I. he Nation o
orientation. It was thought tha
should be created. RAM began
Black America. To begin to ag
lated a free one-page newslette
.Speaks addressed itself to loca
constantly arising in the move
theoretical. Members of RAM
their study group and program.
As more c o m m u n i t y peo
group, the class and age c o m
changed from basically student
working class into the early 30's
RAM decided to begin ma
tion began to hold mass street
phia. Free weekly African and
were held, taught by Playthell
cated historian. Other meetings
into a mass movement.
Through its publication, B
communicate with other new n
Francisco, Donald Warden had
Association. In Detroit, L u k e
(Mao) Johnson, General Baker
leadership of U ' l l ' R U , and Fre
American I n s t i t u t e in Clevela
Higgenbottom and John Brac
National A f r o - A m e r i c a n Organi
was a black c u l t u r a l g r o u p i
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Stanford would travel around on weekends in the south and
across the north to keep in touch with new developments.
SNCC began mobilizing blacks in mass voter registration
marches in Greenwood, Mississippi. Mississippi state troopers
attacked the demonstrators and masses were being jailed.
Then came the mass demonstrations in Birmingham. The
movement seriously began to jell, as the mood of black people in the north became angry.
The NAACP called a mass demonstration in front of
Philadelphia's City Hall in which RAM participated, carrying
signs calling for armed self-defense.
NAACP president Cecil Moore decided to test mass
direct action in Philadelphia by protesting against union discrimination on a construction site...at 30tli jmcLDauphi.n
Streets in the heart of the black c o m m u n i t y in North Philadelphia. He asked RAM to help in the rnobili/ation. The
construction site was in RAM territory, three blocks from its
office. Moore made NAACP e q u i p m e n t , available- to RAM.
RAM immediately Look a survey of the community,
asking residents if they would support demonstrations in
Philadelphia similar to the ones being held in the south. The
overwhelming response was "Yes." RAM members circulated
throughout the c o m m u n i t y with leaflets and bull horns,
going door to door, talking to street gangs.
The demonstration was scheduled to start at 6 a.m.,
May 27th, 1953. RAM leaders Stan Daniels and Max Stanford joined the picket line, which blocked the workers, all
whites, from entering the construction site. Within minutes
the Philadelphia police formed a flying wedge and attacked
the picket line. Singling out Daniels and Stanford, twenty
police jumped them as they fought until unconscious.
As word spread throughout the community, masses
went to the construction site. Daniels and Stanford were
arrested. In the police station, Stanford asked to make a
phone call. lie called Minister Malcolm X and told him what
had happened. Malcolm promised to publicize what was

happening in Philadelphia. He
in New York and traveled to
speaking on radio again. Word
but the entire East Coast. Withi
people participated in demonstr
violent clashes between the mas
sure became too much for the
the protests.
The word RAM had becom
circles in the north. The May d
mass breakthrough in the north
The national NAACP conv
cago during the summer of 1
Stan Daniels and Max Stanford
while I'm gone."
Stanford and Daniels slopp
way to Chicago. There (hoy co
decided to drive into Chicago
Stanford to the cadre there.
There was general discussi
in Philadelphia and (hen the dis
could be done in Chicago. Som
Daley and Reverend Jackson (h
who had publicly denounced Dr
civil rights demonstrations) w
NAACP rally that Saturday.
It was decided that the cad
ty support to protest against Dal
would organize the youth inside
Daniels and Stanford stopp
They called for support of th
NAACP officials became, alarm
speaking. The Chicago cadre in
vists and others in the c o m m u n i
which was scheduled for July 4
on the streets, subways and buse
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The NAACP raily proceeded as planned, with top
NAACP people in attendance. To keep the NAACP Youth
from participating in the demonstration, the top brass had all
the youth delegates sit on stage with them. Mayor Daley was
introduced. Demonstrators marching from the back of the
park began booing Daley. The booing was so loud that Daley
couldn't finish speaking; he became angry and left. Then
Reverend Jackson (head of the National Baptist convention)
was announced next to speak. As Jackson approached the
podium, the demonstrators began to chant, "Uncle Toms
Must Go." The audience picked up the chant. Demonstrators
charged the stage. 25,000 became enraged and a full-scale
riot broke out as the masses chased Jackson off the stage
into a waiting car that sped him off to safety.
It was decided by the cadre to get Daniels and Stanford
out of town immediately because the city might bring inciting to riot charges against them. Daniels was sent back to
Philadelphia and S t a n f o r d to Cleveland. In Cleveland, Freeman told Stanford to go to Detroit to check on U I I U R U and
to help them get t h i n g s going. In Detroit, Stanford met with
U I I U R U and told them w h a t had transpired in Chicago.
A black prostitute named C y n t h i a Scott had been shot
in the back by a w h i t e policeman and killed the previous
weekend. U I I U R U decided to hold a rally and protest demonstration in f r o n t of the precinct of the guilty cop. U I U J R U
approached G.O.A.L., a black nationalist civil rights group,
for help in tiie d e m o n s t r a t i o n . W i t h i n two weeks, marches
were organi/od against, the precinct w i t h the c o m m u n i t y
p a r t i c i p a t i n g in the thousands.
Stanford returned to Cleveland and reported what was
developing in Detroit. From Cleveland he r e t u r n e d to Philadelphia.
By mid-July, local grass roots activists were t a l k i n g
about marching on Washington and bringing Washington to
a standstill.
Freeman decided the time had come to call the various

revolutionary nationalist cadres
a Black Vanguard Conference.
ence was to be a secret, all-black
strategy for the proposed march
of the movement. The conferen
in Cleveland, Ohio. Activists at
York, Philadelphia and Clevelan
of a security leak in the cadre the
Freeman presided over t
centered around changing the ex
into a revolutionary nationalist
that the cadre could achieve thi
civil rights groups and also by
from outside of the existing c
SNCC, NAACP, SCLC). The ma
discussed. It was decided ( h a t
into Washington prior to the m a r
strategy the cadre s h o u l d l a k e d u r
During the discussion on
activists should take, the beginn
emerged. Chicago and New Yor
RAM — Revolutionary Action M
established a mass b r e a k t h r o u g h .
tion wanted a tight-knit structure
with rules and organization based
Freeman argued against this posi
coalition called the Black Libe
voted with Freeman, and because
ence than most of the activists the
the gathering the Black Liberatio
the question of whether the BLF
ist formation, but there was no co
was decided that the BLF would b
At the March on Washington
BLF organizer who had been sen
that the march d i d n ' t have suppor

black community there; from his conversations with people
on the street, many didn'' know a march was being planned
1'or D.C. It was also ob:, -rved that the army was posted at
strategic places in the '-ity and was on alert to move in in
case of trouble. On t!'o basis of the report, it was decided
just to participate in 1'ie march and observe.
By chance, whs!-- cadres were handing out leaflets in the
c o m m u n i t y , they ran into Donald Warden, who was then
chairman of the AAA (Afro-American Association). A meeting was set up with Warden, who ran down what the AAA
was about for about 2V-J hours. After the meeting it was
decided that the cadre would stay in touch with Warden, but
Freeman concluded that Warden was a bourgeois nationalist.
It was decided that the cadre would go back to their respective locales and build bases.
Several events occurred which shaped the civil rights
movement and later the black liberation movement. One was
the bombing of four black sisters in a c h u r c h in Birmingham,
Alabama. The news of this both angered the black c o m m u n i ty and seni waves of demoralization inside the civil rights
movement. It was l i k e a m o r t a l blow after the March on
Washington. Then came the assassination of John Kennedy,
president of the U.S. M a n y Negroes across the country felt
they had lost a friend. To the cadre, the ultra-right had made
a move.
Malcolm X, speaking the Sunday after the assassination,
made reference to the Kennedy assassination as "chickens
coming home to roost." Klijah M u h a m m a d , head of the Nation of Islam, suspended Malcolm from speaking for 90 days
and later extended I he suspension i n d e f i n i t e l y .
!n Philadelphia, a w h i l e cop shot a black epileptic in the
back of tlie head and killed h i m . A coalition of black radical
groups held mass rallies to protest police brutality. After one
of the railies, black teenagers began small-scale r i o t i n g . RAM,
observing I lie riot, began to I h e o r i / c a b o u t the p o t e n t i a l of
this kind of a c t i v i t y .

The coalition led mass
station only to be met by m a c
face. The coalition decided it h
without getting innocent people
Freeman traveled to Phila
cadre. He told the cadre to ceas
that the ultra-right was p r e p a r
The word was, "go underground
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The year 1964 was a ye;tr of transition for the civil
rights movement and a year of ideological development for
black radicals. In January, Brooklyn CORE, led by Isaiah
Brownson, planned the Stall-in at the World's Fair to protest
discrimination being practiced there. The purpose of the
Stall-in was to stop or slow down traffic in the streets and
subways, to bring New York City to a standstill, ft was a new
tactic of using civil disobedience to disrupt the function of a
city. While the Stall-in was not successful, it raised questions
of the possibility of the movement disrupting the functioning
of the system.
Two events occurred in March 1964. Malcolm X announced his independence from the Nation of Islam. Robert
F. Williams' article "Revolution Without Violence?" in the
February 1964 issue of Crusader reached the states. Almost
every activist was watching Malcolm's development to see
what direction he was going. Freeman from the BLF was at
Malcolm's press conference and encouraged him to proceed
in a more radical direction.
Robert Williams' article "Revolution Without Violence?" raised many eyebrows. In it he described how many
blacks could bring the U.S. to a standstill through urban rebellions and urban guerrilla warfare. This went beyond the
concept of armed self-defense. Freeman decided it was time
to challenge SNCC on its own home grounds, the south. He
called Stanford to Cleveland and gave him instructions to
organi/o an all-black s t u d e n t conference in the south. The
BLE had connections w i t h nationalists who were inside- local
SNCC groups. One particular group was ASM, the AfroAmerican Student Movement at Fisk University in Nashville,
Tennessee.
Stanford was sent to Detroit to raise money for the
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conference. While fund-raisin
Grace Hoggs, then' two leadi
liberation struggle. In discus
described the problems t h a t
Freedom Now Party as lesson
Williams' February !%•! ('run
Stanford described R A M . Ho
article on RAM, which she la
a bi-monthly periodical whic
Stanford also wrote Malcolm
student conference. From I he
annual spring SNCC conferen
ers, especially from Mississip
all-black student conference.
On May 1st, 19G1, the
Conference on Black National
It was the first, t i m e since 19
north and south sal, d o w n t o
Freeman, in his article "Bla
Liberation," describes the con
The first conferen
geois reformism.*' T
organizations of C
etc. substantiate Dr.
that "capitalism ca
that enslaves you ca
The conference stated t h
guard of revolution in this co
colm's efforts to take the c
U.N., called for a black cult
Pan A f r i c a n i s m . The i m p a c t o
the Nashville Student Movem
ville the weekend of the conf
King attacked the conference
From the conference B
the south to work w i t h SNCC
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chairman John Lewis, an experimental black nationalist, selfdefense project was star'ed in Greenwood, Mississippi.
In discussion with Mississippi field staff of SNCC, BLI1'RAM organizers found the staff was prepared to establish a
statewide armed self-defense system. They were also prepared
to move in an all-black nationalist direction. All that was
needed was money It, finance the project. In the meantime,
Monthly Review published an article titled "The Colonial
War at Home," including most of Stanford's Correspondence
article "Towards a Revolutionary Action Movement," edited
with some of Malcolm's remarks, and excerpts from Robert
Williams' "Revolution W i t h o u t Violence," in an analysis of
the black liberation struggle.
The article was discussed by the majority of tiie SNCC
field staff. SNCC was polarized between black and white
organizers and between loft- and r i g h t - w i n y forces within
SNCC.
Most of the w h i t e s opposed armed self-defense and
black n a t i o n a l i s m . They and their supporters considered the
BLK-RAM cadre:; as enemies. Political debates took place
within field staff meetings as to the direction of SNCC and
the black l i b e r a t i o n m o v e m e n t .
Stanford called an emergency organizational meeting in
Detroit of BLK cadres. James and Grace Boggs, and supporters, f i e gave a report on the condition in the south with the
Mississippi f i e l d s t a f f ready to move into .armed self-defense.
It was discussed that a national centralized organization was
needed to f o o r d i n a t o t h e new m o v e m e n t . RAM — Revolutionary Action Movement •- was the name chosen for the
new m o v e m e n t . A f t e r m u c h discussion it was decided that
the movement should be structured on three levels: one of
t i | ' J i ! - ! < n i t cells in c i t i e s t h a i w o u l d b u i l d p o l i t i c a l bases and
financially support roving field organizers, who would work
f u l l - t i m e l i k e SNCC field organizers in the community and
at the same time act as a national liberation front coordin a t i n g a broad coalition of black nationalist groups.

Ideological contradictions
Political debate centered aromu
and strategy for liberation. The
people were an infernal colon
whose national territory was the
that in the process of liberati
revolution, the black nation wo
States.
The socialists, on the other
and Grace Roggs, asked the que
the rest of the country? Could
responsibility to govern? What
would be any less racist? After
mise was d r a f t e d . The position
would have to seize power in
United Stat.es, m a i n t a i n i n g a bla
with the south being an auton
presented the a r g u m e n t that,
towards cities and t h a t by 1970
majority of inner cities in the
position was that the organizati
building black political power in
A twelve-point program
read and discussed by the confer
1. Development of
organization mov
2.
Development o
schools. "
3. Development of
4. Development of
rilla Youth Force
5.
Development of
ters and n a t i o n a l
6.
Development of
7. Development of
unions.
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*It was suggested that Malcolm X would be spokesman
for the movement. The field chairman was to go to New
York to talk to Malcolm about it. RAM members went back
to their communities to organize cells, while others traveled
around the country spreading the movement.

Officers for the movement were elected.
International spokesman
X*
International chairman
Robert F. Williams
Max Stanford
National Field chairman
Executive chairman
Don Freeman
James Boggs
Ideological chairman
Executive secretary
Grace Boggs
Treasurer
Milton Henry/Paul Brooks

Development of black organization (cells).
Developine'it of nation within nation concept, government in exile.
10. Development of War Fund (Political Economy).
11. Development of black farmer coops.
12. Development of Army of black unemployed.

8.
9.

The RAM field chairman
1964, met with the RAM cad
tacted Malcolm X. After descr
the black liberation movement
RAM's international spokesma
the spokesman but felt it sho
intelligence apparatus would b
nection with Robert Williams,
Malcolm was preparing to
zation which he intended wou
the broad mass movement and
He asked that RAM organizers
tion and also infiltrate it to d
knew the Muslim Mosque, I
agents and didn't know who
just returned from his first tri
cess of attempting to get Afric
posal to take the U.S. to the U
of the Human Rights charte
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Also while in Africa, Malcolm met with John Lewis and
others of SNCC. Malcolm had a tremendous impact, on African leaders and had an explosive effect on the masses of
Africans. One incident occurred while he was in Nigeria,
speaking at a university. During the question and answer
period, a negro from America working with a U.S. government program there, made some remarks d e f e n d i n g the U.S.
government. After Malcolm answered him, the Nigerian students were so angry that they chased the negro out of the
auditorium to a field and were going to hang the negro on a
flag pole. The negro would have been h u n g if professor
Essien Udom hadn't intervened and saved the negro's life.
This will give the reader some idea of the impact that Malcolm had on Africa.
From government documents published in 1964 on
Malcolm, the U.S. government estimated that Malcolm had
set U.S. foreign policy in Africa back ten years. Malcolm
became a prime target of the U.S. government's intelligence
apparatus — FBI, Army Intelligence, CIA, etc. Other cities
also exploded d u r i n g the summer of 1964, and the repressive
forces were blaming it on Malcolm, rather than on the
conditions that caused it.
When Malcolm returned from Africa in the fall of 1964,
his organization was in a shambles, including his personal life.
The pressure from the repressive forces was taking its toll on
him. Malcolm tried to regroup. He set up a-liberation school
within the OAAU. He returned to Africa to consolidate support for his petition to the U.N. Malcolm had opened up avenues for brothers and sisters who were Muslims to go to the
University of Alcazar in Cairo, Egypt, and other places in the
world for guerrilla training.
RAM published its periodical Black America. Malcolm
in his speeches in Africa would say, "This is my publication."
Malcolm returned from Africa and began to have mass meetings in January 1965.
Early in February, Kaliei Said, a member of RAM who
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During the summer of 1964 RAM concentrated on
building secret political cells in different parts of the country.
These cells were to remain underground and to develop an
underground movement. They were to be the support apparatus for field organizers who were openly trying to transform the civil rights movement into a revolutionary black
nationalist movement. These cells were to finance the activities of the field organizers and the liberation army once
developed, to hide the organizers when forced underground,
to secure the liberation forces with supplies and intelligence
information on the activities of the racist governmental
apparatus.
RAM also established rifle clubs in various northern
communities. Many times followers of Malcolm X were part
of an alliance inside these rifle clubs.
RAM infiltrated CORE (the Congress of Racial Equality) in several cities. RAM's strategy was "to push the bourgeois reformers as far 'up tempo' as fast as possible, while at
the same time laying a base for an underground movement. 9
RAM organized black nationalist-oriented student
groups on black campuses in the south and white universities
in the north. These groups had various names at different
times. RAM also established contact with gangs on the west
side of Chicago. In Cleveland a youth group was formed.
The Afro-American Student Movement sponsored a
National Afro-American Student Conference on Afro Youth
in Nashville, Tennessee, October 30th - November 1, 1964.
This conference was attended by gang members from Chicago
and students from other areas of the country. The conference
was entitled "The Black Revolution's Relationship to the
Bandung World."
In January of 1965, RAM experienced its first organiza-
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the Black Arts Movement. The Black Arts Movement was
originally to be the cultural wing of RAM. RAM, though a
secret movement, was gaining popularity and influence in
northern black communities. On the international level,
Robert Williams, RAM's chairman in exile, issued an appeal
for world support and spoke at international conferences in
Asia and Cuba. The Communist Party of Cuba disagreed with
his black nationalist analysis and began to sabotage the movement's influence in international circles. This produced a
crisis for the movement as avenues of potential support were
cut off.
In the United States, the American Communist Party
disagreed with RAM's race and class analysis and its clear
conclusion black people were a colonized nation in the U.S.,
and fought tooth and nail against the movement.
In 1965 several movement activists were drafted into
the army. Sonic decided to go, w h i l e others derided to star!
a black anti-draft movement. Those who went into the army
were immediately isolated from other soldiers by army intelligence. Mass organizing occurred around General Gordon
Baker, Jr.'s refusal to go into the army in Detroit. On the
west coast, Ernie Allen held a news conference announcing
his refusal to participate in the racist U.S. army.
SNCC began to undergo a policy change. Its staff decided to organize an all-black party in Lowndes County,
Alabama. When RAM leadership received news of this, it
-decided to closely study these developments.
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Stokely went to New York and met witli the party.
Discussions centered around outlooks, direction and national
expansion of the party. It was decided that the party would
be a coalition of SNCC, RAM and other organizations.
Through the RAM structure, a directive was sent to
RAM cadres to develop a public coalition with community
activists to develop the Black Panther Party. The purpose of
the BPP was to provide a political alternative for black people
to the capitalist, racist Democratic and Republican parties
and also exhaust the legal political means of protest.
Black Panther Parlies were established in Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago, San Francisco, and Los Angeles and eventually
Oakland, California. Within the party was also discussion of
organizing black workers.
For Black Panthers to be meaningful it must
deal with the question of economic power as
related to the political system. This means Black
Panthers must develop an overall program. The
question of economics presents the development
of Black Union organizations as part of the
party to seize economic power in both the urban
and rural south. In the urban south it would
pose the fight against job discrimination and
white union discrimination especially on federal
supported projects and in the rural south it
would deal with "peoples' ownership of the
land." 10
In New York "Black Women Enraged" began picketing
against U.S. army recruiting offices. They were protesting the
U.S. government drafting black men into the racist U.S. army
to fight in a racist and imperialist war. The "Atlanta project"
of SNCC was also engaged in mass demonstrations and jailings in Atlanta. Mass spontaneous rebellions occurred in more
northern inner cities in summer 1966. House-to-house fighting occurred between the liberation forces and the racist
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the slogans of "America is the Black Man's Battleground,"
"Unite or Perish" and "Black Power" were raised. RAM
described the cultural revolution:
The purpose of a Black Cultural revolution
would he to destroy the conditioned white oppressive mores, attitudes, ways, customs, philosophies, habits, etc., which the oppressor has
taught and trained us to have. This means on a
mass scale a new revolutionary culture. 1 1
RAM called for unity of revolutionary nationalists:
The first step is for revolutionary nationalists
and those who agree on basic principles to unite
and form a Black Liberation Front. This does
not mean that any group dissolve its autonomy,
but rather work in common agreement. 12
RAM issued its critical analysis of the Communist Manifesto and the world Marxist perspective and published its
interpretation of black people's relationship to the world
socialist revolution in a document named "World Black Revolution." RAM decided to issue a nation-wide call for armed
self-defense and be active in the mass rebellions.
Along with the mass uprisings in the inner cities, RAM
planned student revolts in black colleges and among high
school students.
The Black ( J u a r d s , HAM y o u t h leagues, were to organize
African-American history clubs to teach black history. These
clubs would lead protests demanding the right to wear hair
"natural," African dress, and the right to fly the Red, Black
and (Jreen flag. The college students would demonstrate for
more student power w i t h the purpose of turning the Negro
colleges into black universities:
In M a t c h 1967 students of the Black Power
committee at Howard University demonstrated
against (Jen'eral Lewis B. Hershey, Director of
the Selective Service System. As he attempted to
deliver a speech, they j u m p e d onto the stage
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massive boycott walkouts, demanding black history courses.
On April 4, 1968, according to informed sources, the
intelligence apparatus of the U.S. government assassinated
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Thousands of angry Africans
rose in revolt as over 100 American cities burned.
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different parts of the country, and the U.S. government
and FBI planning a major conspiracy against the movement,
the RAM leadership decided to convene a conference to
re-organize.
It was felt that it would be dangerous for black revolutionaries to assemble in one place, so it was decided to form
a broad coalition that would host the Black Power Conference. The Black Power Conference was used as a front for
the revolutionaries to assemble and discuss strategy. Eldridge
Cleaver during this period was calling for the open display of
guns by revolutionaries. RAM felt this tendency represented
left-wing adventurism, a tendency that might liquidate the
entire armed movement.
Most left groups were supporting the Panthers and they
were capturing the imaginations of many black youth. The
other tendency which RAM felt was just as dangerous was
right-wing opportunism of cultural nationalism, represented
by Ron Karenga, which refuted armed struggle and advocated
electing black politicians as a solution. Karenga saw the black
middle class as having the resources to create a revolution
and saw them as a leading force.
During the summer of 1968, RAM cadres and others
had formed a black caucus of workers in the Dodge Hamtramck plant in Detroit around a newspaper called Inner City
Voice. A spontaneous wildcat strike by black workers led to
the forming of DRUM (Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement).
RAM leadership felt that the most important thing in
that period was m a i n t a i n i n g unity among the various major
groups around the country. Because it would be too dangerous for RAM to call for the front, Amiri Baraka (Le Roi
Jones) was approached and asked to go around the country
to call for a National Black United Front. Several meetings
were held of the front, but the f r o n t soon dissolved as friction among (he Panthers, SN'CC, and U.S. (Karenga's group)
continued. D u r i n g the third National Black Power Confer-
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people wore youth, the overwhelming majority were workers,
working or trying to work for a living.
Having mobilized a community, the organizers were
trying to address themselves to whose class interests the
organization of the people is going to represent, and how the
organization is going to finance itself.
Towards the end of October a shoot-out occurred in the
Black Guards in West Philadelphia. The police used the shootout as an excuse to repress the organization. Mass arrests
took place as others went underground. The RAM national
central committee met in Cleveland, Ohio. It was decided
that the intelligence apparatus of the U.S. capitalist state was
using the word RAM as an excuse to arrest brothers and sisters not even in the movement. Many members were under
indictment, others in prison and others underground. The
organization had exhausted its contacts for financial support.
It was under attack, infiltrated and full of internal contradictions. There were different ideologies and factions in the organization; militarism — "the gun in command" — was rampant. A report on the breakthrough in mass organization in
Detroit was given. Discussion centered around saving as many
cadres as possible from the counter-insurgency program being
waged by the government. It was decided to dissolve RAM
and that the word RAM would no longer be projected.
Efforts would be centered on training second-line leadership for the Black Liberation Party, and all cadres would
focus on DRUM as a model for mass work. The leadership
would concentrate its efforts on building strong DRUM
movements in Detroit.
The meeting analyzed that the black working class was
the vanguard of the revolution.
Strategic retreat was the topic on tactics. Protracted
struggle (war) was tossed around for some time. Political
asylum for those underground and under legal indictments
was hammered out. How to regroup a badly shattered movement was talked about into the wee hours of the night.
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against the state — RAM was out-maneuvered by the U.S.
capitalist state and was isolated from its potential support
base, the radicalized sector of the black middle class.
The Revolutionary Action Movement was an embryonic
revolutionary nationalist, scientific socialist movement — the
first of its kind in the history of the black liberation movement. Through the study of the movement, we see that ideological outlooks were in constant flux and often in contradiction with one another. It is interesting though that the two
major high tides of the black liberation struggle in America,
the 1920's and the 1960's, produced similar organizational
developments. In the 1920's, the African Blood Brotherhood
(ABB) was the black radical organization of that era and in
the 1960's the Revolutionary Action Movement emerged.
While RAM was instrumental in transforming the civil rights
movement from a non-violent movement seeking peaceful
reform to a black movement seeking racial change or revolution through armed struggle, it never was able to become the
hegemonic group in the black liberation struggle. It therefore
failed to gain leadership of the movement.
Because of the underground nature of the movement, it
failed to utilize most of the avenues of mass communications
and thus didn't utilize all of the resources in the black community. While RAM had major impact on northern inner city
black communities, as was evident from the spontaneous
mass urban rebellions from 1964 to 1968, it was unable to
consolidate this mass movement and to lead it to its historical
conclusions. RAM was plagued with the problem of translating theory into practice, that is, developing a day-to-clay
style of work (mass line) related to the objective materialist
reality in the United States. Like most black revolutionary
organizations, RAM was not able to deal successfully with
protracted struggle. RAM as a social movement is an important study because it was instrumental in the mass urban rebellions of the 1960's. It also set the stage for more advanced
types of liberation organizations to emerge in the 1960's.
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